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THE UW JAZZ COMBO
Tom Collier, Director

PROGRAM

JESS CONRAD  .  8:10               Half Baked Blues
TOM COLLIER  .  6:51               Tropical Morning
ART BLAKEY  .  6:38               Blakey Time
Bobby Watson-Hawkman  .  6:38
SONNY ROLLINS  .  4:58               Oleo
                           arr. Pat Loomis

Pat Loomis, alto saxophone
Stan Malos, trumpet, flugel horn
Ian Alvarez, vibes, valve trombone
Jess Conrad, piano
Paul Nelson, bass
Mark Postlewaite, drums
John Stanley, drums

THE UW VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Paul Klemme, Director

PROGRAM

See Corrected Program

BERNSTEIN  .  .  .  .  .  Responsory Alleluia from 'Mass'
MONACO/PUERLING  .  .  .  You Made Me Love You
KAHAL & FAIN/MATTSON  .  I'll Be Seeing You
HERZOG & HOLIDAY/KERR  .  .  .  God Bless the Child

Soprano
Martine Marquis
Evin O'Neel
Lauri Schaffler

Alto
Cynthia Holm
Annie Kaiser
Kristi Thoreson

Tenor
Scott Erickson
Michael Kennedy

Bass
Glenn Rumbaoa
Greg Vermilion

Piano
Dwight Beckmeyer

Electric Bass
Paul Nelson

Drums
David Dunkley
THE UW STUDIO JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Roy Cummings, Director

PROGRAM TO BE CHOSEN FROM:

1 COUNT BASIE .................. 7:44 .................. Blues for Stephanie
2 MATT HARRIS .................. 4:25 .................. The Diver
3 DUKE ELLINGTON ............... 4:57 .................. Don’t Get Around Much Anymore
                              arr. Al Cobine
6 TOM KUBIS .................... 4:47 .................. Big D’s Overnight Special
5 DON SCHAMBER ................. 4:11 .................. Crissy
4 TOM KUBIS .................... 5:32 .................. Allbanee
7 JOSEF ZAWINUL ................. 3:14 .................. Birdland
                              arr. Mark Taylor
8 AIR MEN OF NOTE .............. 0:47 .................. Glenn Miller Medley

   BILLY BYERS (arr.) ............. I Left My Heart in San Francisco
9 DAVE WOLPE (arr.) ............ 2:05 .................. Stars and Stripes Forever

8 Jetson’s Theme ................ 0:47

Saxophone
Pat Loomis
Dave Juran
Matso Limtiaco
Gayle Picken
Brad Price

Trumpet
Jack Halsey
Ron Barrow
Kris Gotheridge
Jim Peters

Trombone
Chris Bauer
Greg Koehler
Andrew Hillaker
Dave Bentley

Rhythm Section
Ian Sweet, piano
Brian Kennedy, bass
Jim Black, drums
Chris Monroe, percussion
The UW Vocal Jazz Ensemble  
December 8, 1986  

Corrected Program  

1. Bernstein..Respnsory Alleluia from "Mass" (1:06)  
2. Monaco/Puerling.......You Made Me Love You (3:05)  
3. Kahal & Fain/Mattson....I'll Be Seeing You (5:43)  
4. arr. Shaw.........................Get Happy (2:33)  
5. arr. Shaw......................Christmas Song (3:00)  
6. Charles/Zegree...........Ray's Rockhouse (3:41)  
7. arr. Puerling.................My Romance (2:21)  
8. Herzog/Holiday............God Bless the Child (3:11)  
9. arr. Puerling..............Johnnie One Note (2:47)